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ABSTRACT

Context. The two main advantages of exoplanet imaging are the discovery of objects in the outer part of stellar systems – constraining
the models of planet formation –, and its ability to spectrally characterize the planets – giving information on their atmosphere. It
is, however, challenging, because exoplanets are up to 1010 times fainter than their star and separated by a fraction of arcsecond.
Current instruments like SPHERE/VLT or GPI/Gemini detect young and massive planets, because they are limited by non-common
path aberrations (NCPA) that are not corrected by the adaptive optics system. To probe fainter exoplanets, a new class of instruments
capable of minimizing the NCPA is needed. One solution is the self-coherent camera (SCC) focal plane wavefront sensor, whose
performance was demonstrated in laboratory attenuating the starlight by factors up to several 108 in space-like conditions at angular
separations down to 2 λ/D.
Aims. In this paper, we demonstrate the SCC on the sky for the first time.
Methods. We installed an SCC on the stellar double coronagraph (SDC) instrument at the Hale telescope. We used an internal source
to minimize the NCPA that limited the vortex coronagraph performance. We then compared to the standard procedure used at Palomar.
Results. On internal source, we demonstrated that the SCC improves the coronagraphic detection limit by a factor between 4 and 20
between 1.5 and 5 λ/D. Using this SCC calibration, the on-sky contrast is improved by a factor of 5 between 2 and 4 λ/D. These
results prove the ability of the SCC to be implemented in an existing instrument.
Conclusions. This paper highlights two interests of the self-coherent camera. First, the SCC can minimize the speckle intensity in the
field of view especially the ones that are very close to the star where many exoplanets are to be discovered. Then, the SCC has a 100%
efficiency with science time as each image can be used for both science and NCPA minimization.
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1. Introduction

Imaging of exoplanets is one priority for astronomers because
it is the only technique that can discover long orbital period
planets and that enables the spectral characterization of their at-
mospheres. It is very challenging as the planets are 104 to 1010

dimmer than their host star and at a fraction of arcsecond from
their host star. Many coronagraphs were proposed to reduce
the star diffraction pattern without changing the exoplanet im-
age (Snik et al. 2018). Several are installed on the 8m class
telescopes in instruments like SPHERE (Beuzit et al., submit-
ted) and GPI (Macintosh et al. 2014) that were built to discover
exoplanets by imaging. The coronagraphic images produced by
these instruments enable the detection of planets that are up
to ∼ 106 times fainter than their star. Such performance is far
from the best performance reached in laboratory with attenua-
tion of the starlight by a factor of 109 to 1010 (Baudoz et al.
2018b; Lawson et al. 2013). That is because wavefront aberra-
tions upstream the coronagraph can be measured and minimized
down to a few picometers rms in laboratory using the technique
of focal plane wavefront sensing and control like the pair-wise
technique (Give’on et al. 2011) coupled with electric field con-
jugation (Give’on et al. 2007), speckle nulling (Bordé & Traub
2006) or the self-coherent camera (Galicher et al. 2008). Behind

a ground-based telescope, it is more complicated to control the
aberrations because they are not static but quasi-static with re-
spect to the exposure times used to record the coronagraphic im-
age. As a consequence, even using focal plane wavefront control
like speckle nulling (Martinache et al. 2014; Bottom et al. 2016a)
or EFC (Cady et al. 2013; Matthews et al. 2017), the level of
aberrations is about 10 nm rms limiting the starlight attenuation
to factor of ∼ 105.

In this paper, we present coronagraphic performance ob-
tained at the Palomar telescope using a self-coherent camera.
In section 2, we remind the principle of the self-coherent cam-
era. We then explain how it was implemented in the stellar dou-
ble coronagraph instrument (Mawet et al. 2014; Bottom et al.
2016b) in section 3. Finally, after presenting the procedures for
non-common path aberration calibration in section 4, we present
the performance of the self-coherent camera on internal source
and on-sky in sections 5 and 6.

2. Principle of the Self-coherent camera

The performance of coronagraphs is limited by phase and am-
plitude aberrations of the wavefront upstream the focal plane
mask. In ground-based telescopes, the adaptive optics (AO) sys-
tem compensates for most of the atmospheric turbulence but it
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cannot provide an aberration-free wavefront to the coronagraph.
Moreover, the AO estimates aberrations in the wavefront sens-
ing channel that is different from the science channel. Thus,
non-common path aberrations (NCPA) are seen by the coron-
agraph, which induce stellar speckles that mimic an exoplanet
image in the science image. In space, optical aberrations vary
because of variations of thermal or gravitational flexures. Hence,
aberrations need to be calibrated regularly during the observa-
tions to have the coronagraph work in optimal conditions. To
avoid NCPA or varying aberrations, the only efficient techniques
– focal plane wavefront sensors – estimate the aberrations from
the science image. Doing so means measuring the electric field
associated with the stellar speckle in that plane. To do so, Bottom
et al. (2017) implemented a phase-shifting interferometer on
the SDC to spatially modulate the speckle intensity. In this pa-
per, we present the results obtained when implementing a self-
coherent camera (SCC).

The SCC is a focal plane wavefront sensor that spatially
modulates the intensity of the stellar speckles to retrieve the as-
sociated complex electric field (Baudoz et al. 2006; Galicher
et al. 2008; Baudoz et al. 2010, 2012; Galicher et al. 2010). It
was optimized in laboratory in space-like conditions (Mazoyer
et al. 2013, 2014; Galicher et al. 2014; Baudoz et al. 2018b)
and in ground-based conditions (Singh et al. in Prep). The prin-
ciple is recalled in figure 1. The stellar beam (red) hits a de-
formable mirror. Then, it is focused onto a coronagraphic focal
plane mask that scatters light in the Lyot stop plane outside the
geometrical pupil. A Lyot diaphragm stops the stellar light be-
fore it reaches the detector. If optical aberrations exist, part of
the starlight is scattered inside the Lyot diaphragm and reaches
the detector forming speckles that mimic an exoplanet image.
The SCC consists on adding a small hole in the Lyot stop (top
image) to create a reference beam that interferes with the im-
age channel and spatially modulates the stellar speckles in the
science image recorded by the detector (top right). The SCC is
then doing classical off-axis holography and the lateral peak in
the Fourier transform of that SCC image (bottom right) provides
a direct estimation of the electric field in the science image. An
interaction matrix is then recorded and it is possible to control a
deformable mirror to minimize for the speckle intensity enhanc-
ing the contrast in the science image (Mazoyer et al. 2013, 2014).
If an exoplanet (blue beam) orbits the targeted star so that its im-
age is not centered onto the focal plane mask, none of its light
goes through the reference channel and its image is not fringed.

3. Implementation in the stellar double coronagraph
instrument

The stellar double coronagraph (SDC) instrument (figure 2,
Mawet et al. 2014; Bottom et al. 2016b) is installed at the pri-
mary focus of the Hale 200 inch telescope at Palomar. It is fed by
the PALM-3000 adaptive optics system (Bouchez et al. 2008). It
was designed to cancel the stellar light using two vortex coron-
agraphs in cascade (Mawet et al. 2011). After entering the SDC
bench, the beam goes through Focal plane 1, Pupil plane 1, Focal
plane 2, Pupil plane 2 and then, it is injected in the PHARO sys-
tem (Hayward et al. 2001).

The SCC has already been associated with numerous phase
mask coronagraphs (Baudoz et al. 2018a) reaching very high
contrast levels down to 4.10−9 in space-like conditions (Baudoz
et al. 2018b). And, as described in section 2, implementing
the SCC is as simple as adding a small hole in the Lyot stop.
This hole diameter is γ times smaller than the science beam
diameter D and it is set at more than 1.5 D from the center of

the science beam. Hence, the optics after the Lyot stop must be
twice the science beam so that both the science and the refer-
ence channels can propagate. Such a constraint is not a problem
when designing a new instrument. However, it forbids the im-
plementation of the SCC in most of the existing coronagraphic
instruments because the optics after the Lyot stop are usually a
few percents larger than the science beam only.

To overcome this limitation and implement the SCC in
the SDC instrument, we put no optics in focal plane 1 (figure 2).
Doing so, the Hale pupil is reimaged in pupil plane 1 (figure 3).
There, we add a diaphragm (represented by the blue circle) to
create a 1.5m off-axis pupil from the full 5m obscured pupil.
Then, we use the vortex phase mask of charge 2 in focal plane 2.
And in pupil plane 2, we set up a reflective modified Lyot stop.
The on-axis diaphragm stops the stellar light that is scattered by
the vortex mask outside the geometrical pupil (classical corona-
graphic Lyot stop in figure 4). The Lyot stop diameter is 88 % of
the off-axis pupil diameter to remove the light scattered near the
border of the geometrical pupil. The SCC reference hole encir-
cled in red in the figure has a diameter γ = 4 times smaller than
the Lyot stop. As explained in Mazoyer et al. (2013), the light
of the reference beam mainly spreads in an Airy pattern with a
radius of ∼ 1.2 γ λ/D in the coronagraphic image. Speckles are
thus fringed up to ∼ 1.2 γ λ/D from the optical axis. Therefore,
the smaller γ the larger the field-of-view that can be corrected
from speckles. However, the larger γ the fainter the intensity of
the reference beam in the coronagraphic image and the fainter
the fringe visibility. A trade-off has to be chosen between the
fringe visibility and the size of the corrected field-of-view. In
the case of the SDC, there was large aberrations meaning bright
speckles during our run. We had to use γ = 4 so that speck-
les close to the optical axis were correctly fringed. We could
then minimize the speckle intensity within 5 λ/D from the opti-
cal axis. In order to enlarge the region of correction, we would
have reduced the size of the reference hole (increasing γ) but we
did not due to lack of time.

In figure 4, all but the Lyot stop and the reference disks
should be dark as the Lyot mask should stop the star light.
However, the mask is not perfectly black and reflected light is
detected close to the Lyot stop.

4. NCPA correction procedure

4.1. MGS algorithm limitation

At the Hale telescope, the current procedure used to mini-
mize NCPA before the observations is based on a modified
GertzbergSaxton (MGS) algorithm (Burruss et al. 2010). This
technique estimates and minimizes the phase aberrations record-
ing a set of out-of-focus non-coronagraphic images. The esti-
mated aberrations include aberrations upstream and downstream
the coronagraphic focal plane mask, and they are both compen-
sated by a deformable mirror that is upstream the mask. In the
focal plane where the coronagraphic mask is, the aberrations are
thus overcorrected. And, after an MGS minimization of NCPA,
part of the stellar light leaks through the coronagraph and in-
duces stellar speckles in the science image (see section 5).

4.2. SCC procedure

To optimize the minimization of the speckle intensity in the sci-
ence images, we used the SCC implemented in the SDC (sec-
tion 3) in closed-loop controlling the 66×66 Xinetics deformable
mirror of the PALM-3000. As the SCC reference hole that we
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Fig. 1. Principle of the self-coherent camera (SCC). The stellar beam (red) hits a deformable mirror, goes through a focal plane
coronagraphic mask and a Lyot stop. Because of wavefront aberrations, part of the starlight goes through the image channel inducing
speckles on the detector. Selecting part of the starlight rejected by the focal mask (reference channel), one spatially modulates the
speckle intensity in the SCC image (top right). It is then possible to measure the speckle electric field from the Fourier transform of
the SCC image (bottom right) in order to control the deformable mirror. The planet light (blue) is not affected by the coronagraph
and the planet image is not fringed.

Fig. 2. Stellar Double Coronagraph (SDC) instrument layout. In Pupil plane 1, an off-axis pupil is set to simulate an off-axis 1.5 m
telescope. A vortex phase mask is set in Focal plane 2 and a modified Lyot stop is installed in Pupil plane 2. The beam is then sent
towards the Pharo detector.

used is γ = 4 times smaller than the Lyot diaphragm, the vis-
ibility of the SCC fringes was detectable up to ∼ 5 λ/D from
the star in the science image (Mazoyer et al. 2013). Hence, we
tried to minimize the speckle intensity up to 5 λ/D. To correct
at larger separations, one would need to use a smaller reference
hole so that the reference intensity nulls further away.

One iteration of correction consists on recording one SCC
coronagraphic science image, estimating the electric field asso-
ciated with the stellar speckles from this image (section 2), and
sending commands to the deformable mirror using the control
matrix. The control matrix is the pseudo-inverse of the interac-
tion matrix that we recorded using the internal source of the SDC
instrument. To record this matrix, we used a truncated Fourier
basis (Mazoyer et al. 2014) composed of all sine and cosine
functions in the pupil plane that induce speckles below 5λ/D
in the science image. One row of the interaction matrix is the
estimated electric field in the science image when applying one
function of our basis. To apply the sine/cosine phase functions,
we modified the voltages of the deformable mirror. Recording
this matrix with the Pharo detector was taking about 20 minutes.

Once this calibration was done, we could close the SCC cor-
rection loop to minimize the NCPA. Note that we assume small
aberrations when recording the interaction matrix. As a conse-
quence several iterations of correction are needed to minimize
the speckle intensity.

5. Internal source

5.1. Performance

We were granted two nights at the Hale telescope on the Stellar
Double Coronagraph (program 36601). During daytime on the
25th of July 2018, we first minimized the NCPA in the SDC in-
strument using the MGS algorithm using the Br-γ filter (λ0 =
2.166 µm and ∆λ = 0.020 µm, Hayward et al. 2001) and the in-
ternal source. NCPA were reduced but speckles were still present
in the MGS coronagraphic image (left-hand panel in figure 5) be-
cause the MGS solution over-corrects the aberrations upstream
the coronagraph focal plane mask as explained in section 4.1.

1 https://reservations.palomar.caltech.edu/observing schedule/abstract/3660
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Fig. 3. Measured intensity in pupil plane when observing the
dome of the Palomar observatory through the 5m Hale tele-
scope+SDC+Pharo. The blue circle represents the 1.5m off-axis
pupil that is selected in the first pupil plane in SDC. The green
circle shows the position of the Lyot stop. The intensity pattern
is the dome structure. The spiders are the thin black horizontal
and vertical lines.

Fig. 4. Measured intensity in the Lyot stop plane when the beam
of the internal source is centered on the vortex coronagraph.
The classical Lyot stop is encircled in green. The SCC refer-
ence hole used during the run is encircled in red. The rest of the
image should be dark as the Lyot mask should stop the star light.
However, the mask is not perfectly black and reflected light is
detected close to the Lyot stop.

We then used the SCC to optimize the speckle minimization.
We started from the MGS image (left-hand panel in figure 5)
in which the SCC fringes are detected (from bottom left to top
right). We estimated and corrected the aberrations up to 5 λ/D
around the optical axis. After three iterations, the speckle inten-
sity inside the control area was efficiently reduced as showed
on the right-hand panel in figure 5. The four satellite speckles
are also present in the MGS image. They are between ∼ 5 λ/D
and ∼ 6 λ/D and then, outside the corrected area. That is why
they are not corrected in the SCC image.

The 5σ detection limit for the MGS and the SCC calibrated
images are plotted in figure 6. The detection limit is the az-
imuthal standard deviation of the intensity calculated in annuli
of 1 λ/D width and centered on the optical axis (i.e. the star
image). The self-coherent camera improves the detection limit
in the coronagraphic image by a factor between 4 and 20 be-
tween 1.5 and 5 λ/D. Such a result demonstrates the efficiency
of the SCC very close to the optical axis where many exoplan-
ets are to be discovered and where other techniques like angu-
lar and spectral differential imaging cannot calibrate the speck-
les (Marois et al. 2006; Racine et al. 1999).

5.2. Comparison with other techniques

Other techniques like reference differential imaging (Ruane et al.
2019) can partially calibrate the speckles close to the optical
axis. They are however limited by speckles with lifetime shorter
than few minutes (the speckle pattern then changes between the
science target and the reference star). Other techniques can do
focal plane wavefront sensing and correction (Martinache et al.
2014; Bottom et al. 2016a; Cady et al. 2013; Matthews et al.
2017; Bottom et al. 2017). Most of them use a temporal mod-
ulation of the speckle intensity and they cannot calibrate the
speckles with lifetime shorter than the time needed for calibra-
tion (usually 4 to 5 images, meaning few minutes for a typical
star magnitude).

5.3. Current limitation at Palomar

The contrast level reached in the SDC images (a few 10−4) is
quite moderate when compared to results obtained in laboratory
(down to 4.10−9, Baudoz et al. 2018b). Close to the optical axis,
the performance is set by the SDC vortex phase mask, the re-
flected light by the Lyot stop (see the end of section 3), and the
jitter stability during the exposure that is ∼ 1.5 s at minimum
(plus ∼ 6.5 s of overhead). We note however that the contrast we
obtained in section 5.1 (∼ 2.10−3) is better than the one previ-
ously reached using the same 1.5m off-axis configuration (5.10−3

to 10−2 in Serabyn et al. 2010).
Further away from the optical axis, we believe that the per-

formance can be improved in the current SDC instrument re-
ducing the reflected light by the Lyot stop and optimizing the
SCC speckle calibration but we had a limited amount of time at
the telescope. However, improving the performance in SDC im-
ages does not mean reaching 4.10−9 contrast levels. Such a per-
formance is possible using a coronagraph that reaches contrast
level of a few 10−5 on the optical axis in a system that remains
stable during the speckle calibration (gravity and thermal flex-
ures inducing a jitter smaller than ∼ λ/(10 D)). This would be
possible using a faster detector than Pharo whose highest rate is
about 0.1 Hz.

6. Performance on sky

During our stay at the Palomar Observatory, the quad-cell in-
frared tracker that is used to stabilize the star image on the center
of the vortex phase mask (i.e. control of the jitter, Bottom et al.
2016b) was not in service. Therefore, it was not possible to close
the SCC loop on sky. Moreover, even if the quad-cell tracker was
used, a faster detector than Pharo would be a key point to con-
trol the speckles before they evolve because of gravity or thermal
flexures.

As we could not close the loop on sky, we used another ap-
proach. On the 25th of July 2018, we minimized the speckle
intensity on internal source during daytime using the MGS al-
gorithm and the SCC technique. Between 3 h and 4 h later,
we opened the telescope and pointed Vega with a seeing of ∼
1.7 arcsec. We recorded sequences of images in Br γ with the
beam aligned on the vortex coronagraph.

During the first sequence, we applied the MGS calibration
described in section 5. We recorded 40 exposures of 1.416 s. The
average of the coronagraphic images is showed on the left-hand
panel in Fig. 7. The image is very similar to the one measured
with the internal source except close to the center. This differ-
ence is due to uncorrected jitter when on-sky.
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Fig. 5. Internal source: science images recorded at Br-γ after minimization of NCPA using the MGS algorithm (left-hand panel)
and using the SCC (right-hand panel). Same color scale and same field of view for both images. The color bar gives the intensity
normalized by the non-coronagraphic PSF maximum.

Fig. 6. Internal source: 5σ detection limit associated with MGS
(red dashed line) and SCC (blue full line) calibrated images of
figure 5.

During the second sequence, we applied the SCC solution
obtained with the internal source and we recorded 20 expo-
sures of 1.416 s. The averaged image is showed on the right-
hand panel in Fig. 7. As with the internal source, the quality of
the image is clearly improved with respect to the MGS solution.
Speckles are suppressed from the image. This is confirmed when
plotting the 5σ detection limit (Fig. 8). Between 2 and 4 λ/D,
the detection limit is ∼ 5 times better after SCC calibration than
after MGS calibration. The difference with the image obtained
on internal source (section 5) are the starlight leakage close the
star center due to uncorrected jitter, a smooth halo created by
averaging turbulence speckles, and residual speckles above this
halo up to ∼ 5 λ/D. The latter can be induced by uncorrected
static aberrations due to telescope aberrations that were not cal-
ibrated using the internal source.

7. Conclusion

To improve exoplanet imaging instruments, a crucial point is
to actively compensate for the non-common path aberrations
(NCPA) between the classical adaptive system channel and the
science coronagraphic image. The use of a focal plane wave-
front sensor is optimal to estimate the electric field of the stel-
lar speckles from the coronagraphic image. Such a sensor is the

self-coherent camera (SCC) that spatially modulates the speckle
intensity. To implement the SCC on the existing stellar double
coronagraph at the 200′′ Palomar telescope, we added a small
off-axis hole in the Lyot stop of the vortex coronagraph.

Using the SCC, we improve the detection limit between 1.5
and 5 λ/D by a factor of 4 to 20 in the laboratory using the in-
ternal source. We then tested on-sky the quality of the internal
calibration. We observed Vega and showed that the SCC calibra-
tion was 5 times better between 2 and 4 λ/D when compared to
the Palomar standard calibration used for NCPA minimization.
The loss of performance of the SCC calibration between on-sky
and on internal source may come from residual unaveraged aber-
rations in long but not infinite exposures. Further telescope time
is needed to investigate this issue.

To conclude, we demonstrated the capacity of the self-
coherent camera to calibrate NCPA in an existing instrument.
This first demonstration was made using a narrow band filter but
implementation of the SCC in broadband is possible using sev-
eral SCC reference holes as explained in Delorme et al. (2016).
The results related in this paper also highlight two interests of
the SCC. First, the SCC can minimize the speckle intensity in
the field of view especially the ones that are very close to the
star where many exoplanets are to be discovered. Then, even if
the SCC requires a 3-4 pixel sampling on the science detector in-
stead of 2 for other focal plane wavefront sensors, the SCC has
a 100% efficiency with science time as each image can be used
for both science and NCPA minimization.
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